Victorian Halloween: Relaxed Opening
Activity Plan
All activities are drop-in and you are free to do as much or as little as you wish.
Please ask a member of the team if you need any help. Activities are located on the
ground floor in the cinema area.
If you have any questions about any of the activities or your visit please call us on
01926 412069 or email victoriafuller@warwickshire.gov.uk.
Turnip Treat Box
Decorate the turnip shapes then cut out along the solid lines. Fold along the dotted
lines then glue the tabs and stick the sides to the turnip shapes.
Halloween Joke Fortune Teller
Colour in the fortune teller and cut it out. Start with the coloured side facing down
onto the table. Fold the sheet in half and unfold. Do this again so that the folds make
a cross. Fold each of the four corners into the centre of the sheet. Keeping the folds
together, turn the sheet over. Again, fold each of the four corners into the centre of
the sheet. Fold the bottom half of the paper in half and then unfold. Fold the left side
of the paper to the right and unfold. Pick the sheet up and put a finger under each of
the flaps on the underside. Push your fingers together to make the fortune teller
shape.
Find Your Future Trail
This trail asks you to find five objects around the museum by solving the riddles.
There is an anagram and dot-to-dot outline for each object to help you. The first
letter of each object name fits into the secret message on the second page and
completes the sentence. All the objects in the trail are also hidden in the two
Victorian Halloween scenes.
Victorian Halloween Scenes
These are pictures showing what Halloween might have looked like in a rich and a
poor Victorian household. You can colour the pictures in and take them home with
you if you wish. There are objects from the trail in the scenes.
Word Search
You are welcome to do the Halloween word search at the museum, or you can take
it home with you to do.

